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Th.is instructional moddlar unit with instructor's, .

guide provides mat'erials on aspects of one ,of the major systems D f
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the taman5bOdy-o-t1ie .musculolkeletal system:. Its purpos is to
introduce the student to the siructures and functions f the humi'n
musculoskeletal gystem--and the interrelationships ,of the two--and t.o
familiarize the student with, some 'of the terms anA' conceptstnecessary
.for an understanding 'of the itisculoskeletal'syStem. The modular tAnit
is made uR of several components; a pretest; seven instrmctional
:modules with. objectives, inforiativ4 ..materials, and corresponding-.

post-tests., optional activitlps for the' dtudents: and-a glossary of,
terms used in the unit. Topiipt. covered in the modules include an
introduction to the skeletal system, 4xial skeleton, appe'ndicular°
skeleton, an introductiorrmto, the muscular system, major muscles -of
fle body, supporting structures-of .the musculoskeletal system,,nd '
-aoveientS. The'instructor's guide provides suggestions ,for effeqtive

.

use of the materials, includling jore.script1ons .0 each component, use-
: of the comp5ne4s.' scoring ihe post-testSv ana 'answers to the

post-tesiS. Three 'additional 'modules on the.respiratory, 'circulatory,
and digestiie systems a.re available svardtely. (see Note). (YL81
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An understanding' of basic human anatomy and physiology is essential to any
person preparing to enter, a health occupation. This instructional unit is designed
to introduce you to the structures and functions of the human musculoskeletal
systemend the interrelationships of the twoand to familiarize ygu with 'some
of the terms and concepts necessity fir an understanding of the rnusculoskeletal
system.

This unit constster of a. pretest; seven modules wit.h their optional activities
and post-tests; end a glossary of terms.

Begin this modular, unit by taking the brief pretest at the front of the
booklet., The pretest is for your use only, to give you an idea of what is included

...in sthis .tinit, and to give you an indication of the areas' within the unit to which
yOu should pay special attention (perhaps by working on the optional activities).
When you have completed the pretest, tan tlo the answers in the back (page 52)
to check, your dwn scbre. You will not be graded On the pretest.

Next, raid through smith o the. modules (Introduction to, the Skeletal
Systemi. Axial Skeleton, Appendlqblar Skeleton, Introduction to the MusaUlar
gystem, Major Muscles of the Bod upport1n ij Structures of the Musculoskeletal
Syetern, and Movements) and investigate any of the optional ctivities that may
be helpful or interesting to you. T6e optic** adtivities will help you learn more
about some'of the' material presented. v,

.

At the eni# of this unit (page 49) it, a glossary which prolides you with brief
definitions of many of the terms used in the modules. v

S.

Upon completion of each module, .you shoUld be abte to demonstrate an
underitanding% of the material presented, by your performances on the post-test.
When you, have finished a moduli, and feel that you 'Understand the information in
that module, take the_post-test that follows it. Write down your answere on ONE
piece of paper and pass it in to your instructor, who will give you your grade.

4 I
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PRETEST

. 1. Which of the fbliCing is a part of the skeletal system?

A. blood )
B. nerves /

' >C. musdlei ,.

CY. bOndir.

2. One of the rnSjor functions of the skeletil system is to:

A. transport Oxygen. \

B. protect body organs.
C. pro6ess food.
ID. regulate body temperature.

Another name for the bieastbone is the

4. The forearm contains which of the following pairs of bones?
4

A. clavicle and sternum)
B. tibia and fibula
C. radius and ulna
0. ilium and ischiurn

5. All of the movemOnts of the body are produced by what type of tissuy

a

f.

L
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6. Which Of the following Is another name for skeletal enuscle?

A. smooth
B. cardiac
C. Involuntary

1 D. striated
so'

a

7. On the arm, the antagonist to the biceps Is the:

A. reptus femorii.
B. masseter.
C. pectoralie.
D.:. triceps.

A

8. Muscles are attached to bonesA)y what tyPe of structure?

A joint which alloWs no motion is also called a:

A. synovial joint.
1 B. hinge4oint.

C. _gliding joint:
O... fibrous joint.

10: What is the opposite motiori of abduction?
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INTROOUCTION iq THCSKELEc-AL.SYStEM

Upon completion of this module, you should be able to:

X!

5#.

Identify the mejor components and functions of 'the skeletal system.

2: Classify different types of bone..

THE FUNCTION OF THE.SKELETON

The adult human skeleton ié conØ6id 206 bones, each seiving its own

410
distinct function. As a whole, the skeleton is like the framework of a building; it
supports and gives shape to the structgres around and within it. Individual parts
of the skeleton provide the support that maintains the functional ihape of certain
organs. For instance, the' thin tissue of the lungr would collapse on itself and
lose the shape necessary for adequate respiration were it not for the attachment
of tte !brigs to the bony ribcage that holds them open. -

p.

The structure of bones and of the skeletal system helps the skeleton to
proVide protection for many of the body's organs. For example, the hard skull
houses the vulnerable brain; the vertebral column protects the spinal eord; and
the ribcage shields the heart and lungs from injuky.

Body movements Also _depend on the framework of bone Skeletal muscles
use the bones as supports and levers to prodtice 'movement. Its rigid 'nature, and
the arrangement' of bones, makes the skeletal system's function, as a structural
support rather obvious. Less. obvious are its other functions, such as the
production of erythrocYtes (red blood cells) and -the storage of minerals. Most
bones have:a living core called bone marrow, which is classified as ekher "red" or
"yellen4." Red bone nuirrow is found in the thoracic (ribs and sternum)\and pelvic
bones, and in the ,ends of long bonesr it I. tha site of red blood cell formation.
Yellow bone: marrow, found in the shafts of long boheis and elsewhere, can, in
emergencies convert to red blood cell producing marrow. Bones.altio provide the
body with minerals.. Substances such as Magnesium, calcium, and phosphorus,
which are part of the bone material, are store4 until the body needs them.

f

14.
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CLASSIFICATION OF BONES

41.
The meny bones of the skeleton range in size and shape from the tiny bones

Of the middhs eer -to the large heavy banal of the leg. Different kinds of bones
are clusifleci by their shapes as lorjg,.._,short irregular, or flat. Long brines are
-longer than they are wide; examples of long bones include' theTemur of the thigh,
the bones of the arm, and even the phaltnges of the'lingeiti. "ffe71;ng part of the
bone I. the :heft or dlaphyais; the ends Of the shaft, called epiphyses, are broader
then the shaft. Figure 1 shows the structure of long bones.

A

Figure 1.. The Structure of Lorig Bone

49
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Short bones are uniformly as broad as they are' wide; an exameole of a short
- bone is one 'of the caipals Of the wrist. Irregular bones, such gas' the vertebrae,

have odd or 'complex shapes. Flat bones, such as those found In the ,skulT, are
broad plates of bone.

ARRANGEMENT OF THE SKELETON,

Thehuman 'skeleton la a co'nfigUration or arrangement of these different
types of bones, held together by ligaments, tendons, muscles, and cartilage;:end
joined to-Orthee in junctions called artivlationsy or joints.

. Two differer,it systems makiku0 Ole entire skeleton: the axial _skeleton, and

the amendicular skeleton. The axial skeleton consists of the skull, vertebral
cOlumn, and ribcageir aTO 'the appendicular skeleton is compoied of the bones of
the appendages, or extremities (arms and legs):

Figure 2 shows *frontal view of the human skeleton.

,

a
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INTRODUCTION TO THE SKELETAL SYStEM

Post-Test

14OW-rninifianes are-Ahem n the norm:iffy:Kai human body?

rn
2. What are the two milior db./talons of the skeletal system?

3. Joints between bones are also c lied:

A. tendons. /
B. cartilage.
C. ,articulations.
D. epiphyses:

4. Red blood cells are formed in the:

A. tone marrow.
B. heart.
C. brain.,
D. cartilage.

5. One function of bones.:its to:

produce mucus.
B. transmit in:poises.
C. store minerals.
D. Initlate movement.-

/*

iu
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6. All of the organs and-structures of the body 'are suppor ad by the:

A. nerves. '
B. skeleton.
C. appendages.
D.\ ligaments.

7. Which of the following is classified as a short bone?

A. carpal
8. phalanx

# C. sternum
P. humerus

-

8. The vertebrae are classified ai which Eype of bone?

A. Ion§
B. flat
C. short
D. Irregular

9. The femur is classified as whet type of bone?

10: The diaphysis is what part of a long bone?

A. the end
. B. a projection

C. the shaft
P. a hole

e

.

1
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AXI1AL SKE'LMN

Upop completion of this module, you should be able to:

1. Identtfy the components of the axial skeleton.

2. Identify and describe the str ture and funCtions of the axial skeleton.

-

1

.1

.

Th& axial skeleton is the, frarniewcai of Pthe' trunk of the bOdyt the ,hedid,
neck, chest, and upper abdomen. This part of the ekeletal system serves n)einly
prdtective function, since it encloses mosV of the vital organs. It also: house, the.
organs of sight, smell, taste, and hearing, and is reeponeible fOr the flexibility otOi
movement that allows these &gone the fullest renge of exposure to the
environment. v_

THE SKULL

At the top of the axial skeleton is the skull which is 'made up of the bones
of the heed. With one exception, the 29 bonet o& the skull _articulate, in (or are
connected ibjf) iMmovable joints. The joint of the lower jaw is the only one that
moves; It allows for the movements necemry for speaking *Id chewing. In the
skull, the immovable joints provide strengtOind rigidity for the protection of the
fragile sensory organs (eyes, -flails, mouth, and hose), as well as for the brain.

The skull is divided into two areas. In the front portion are 14, facial bones
which Ile beneath the flesh of the face. name bones form the inner structur;ir of
the mouth and nose. They also define the shape of "the face by forining the
cheekbones, the arch% of, the nose, the chin, and the jaw. The forehead is 'formed
by part of ther larger .portion of the skull; the cranium. 'The eight bones of the
cranium, or cranial bones, form the top, sides, and back of the head.

e.
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Two unique dets-of-bones re located within the skull, although they are not
classified Is either cranial or facial bones. First are the -besides, three tiny
bones lotated in each middle ear cavity. They contribute to hearing by
transmittokng and amOlifying Vibrations, and are named according to'their _shapes:
mallets (hammer), incus (anvil),-and stapes (stirrup).- Second is the, hyoid bone
located ae the baserof the tongue. This Is the only- bone in the body which firiro;
connected to`any other bone. Small and shaped like a "U",: the hyoid ptokiides,an .

attachment for varioua muscle's off the tongue-and Oharynx.

vs

VERTEBRAL COLUMN

At' the base of the skull is the 'vertebral column (backbone Or spiiS) which,
In an'eckilt,conslits of24 closely-joined bones called yertebrae. These vertebrae
are divided into three main .dMsions: the first seven are the cervical (neck):
Vertebrae; the thiracic (chest) are the next 12; and the lumbar ilu--17'7c are the'
next five. The vertebral column ends with they sacrum, a single bone consisting
of five fused vertebrae, and the coccyx ("tailbalne"), which is fused from three to
five- bones.

S.

Cushions of cartilage, gilled discs sit between the vertebrae and
contribute'..to the flexibility of the vertebral column. This flexibility provides the
sensory organs with maximum exposure to the 'environment. For example, the
headman rotate, tip, incline, and swiVel to give the eyes the widest poesible view
of the surroundings.

The stacking of the veitebrae and the slight natuial curve of the Spinal
column contribute to the strength of the structure, which enables it to support
the skull, thorax, and abdomen. Each individual vertebra helps to protect the
soft .spinal ord which runs through holes in the centers of the vertebrae; and the
vertebral co mn as a.whole 'protects the thoracic and abdominal orlans from the
rear.,

11P.
TI-10RACIC SKELETON

Anothei part of the axial system is, the thoracic (chest) skeleton, consisting
of the thoracic vertebrae, the ribil the costal cartilage, and the sternum
(breastbone). The) thoracic skeleton supporte the chest and the shoulde77137,
(which anchors the upper extrernitfee) and provides a base of attachment for
many of the mpalet that move-the amis. Alsol_the thoracic skeleton plays an

' important role tri the mechanics of breathing.
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.1Tv/eive pairs .of ribs articulate with the vertebral columh in the back and
curve around toward the sternum in the front. Only the first seven pairs of ritis
qttach (by costal cartilage) to the sternum; these are called the "true ribs." The
next thrtie pairs of ribs are "false ribs," as they do not join directly to the
iternum but are Mined by cbstal cartilage to each other and tb the se'venth .ribs.
Last are. two pairs of ."floating ribs" which do not attpch anywhere _except to the

. .

vertebral column.-

In the front centit of the chest, extending from just below the neck ,down
the front of the ribc4e, is-the sternum or breastbone. It Is flat and narrow; its
shield-like "shape helps It. protects the heart and mkidle respiratory- tract. The* .

sternum serves as the central point of attachment fpr the 'ribs and the tlavicles
(collarbones). :This givel stability to.both sthe thoracic, skeleton and the shoulder
girdle. It is also filled with red bone marrow and -is en intortant site of rad
blood cell produbtion.

Optional Activities

Using a skeleton or model skeleton, examine the movements of the spine,
espially the first two vertebrae which support the head. .

Using a skull or rnodel skull, examine and identify the bones of the head.

.

V.
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BONES OF l'ilitAXIAL SYELETONI

Bode

4. 4

froht al
p.eriettal
occipital
temporal

. sphenofd .

ethrnoid
nasal -

.rygomatIc 1.cyalaf)
maxilla
mandible

- lacrimal
-yoiner
._ralatine
nferior concha

I hyoid r

malteds
middle ear . /, Incise

stapes',

spinal coluthn 1 vertebrae

thorax

1

ribs
t k sternum

11.

vt,

Numbel of Bones

2

1, ,

2
1

1 A.

2
2
2

, 1
2

1 ,

2
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:24
1
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AXIAL SKELETON

e Post-Test
1 4.

1. Which' of the foilowingle spirt of the axial skeletop?
PA. phalanges

B.
A C. tibia

Q. humerus A

2. The only bone in the body Which does not articulate with anottler bone is the

OP.

3. Name ttie five divisions of the vertebral column.

4. The tiny bones of the middle ear are called the:

A. hyoid.
Be ossicles.
C. vertebrae.
D. clavicles.
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.5. What are the two major divisions of the skull?

4

-

6. One of the major functions of the vertebral column Is to:

A. protect the spinal cord.
El articulate with ttfe 6rps.
C., amplify vibrations.
ID. support the lungs.

a

What are the 1; pairs oc,bolei that protect the chest cavitY?

What is the primer); fonett#4,1)f the skull?

A. movement
B. thought .

C, support
SO., protection

. r

9. Which of the following fie an important site of red blood cell production?

A. hyoid
B. cotital c liege
C. 'isternum

"D. stapes

S.
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APPENDICULAR k<ELETON

Upon co4letion` of this mddult, you shbuld be able tot

re-e4

L Identify the components of the appendlcular skeleton,

. 2. Identify and describe the structure and functions of t
skeleton.

aivendicular

Providing body with tures for movement is . the appendicular
skeleton, which I. niacie up of t bores of the appendages.(arms and legs) and
the rings of bone to 'which they_ are attached: the shoulder girdle end the pelvic
girdle.

PECTORAiiL GIRDLE

The peptoral (shoulder) girdle ilerves as the bony foundation for the
attachment of .the arMs to the body. It rides over the thorax (chest), anchored
only by two bone-to-bone articulations and the muscles cif IF e thorax. 'This loose
attachment does not provide far great stability or strength, but it does give
fIaxlI$llty (of movement and a great range of motion to the upper extremities.
Anterior (front) coMportents of the shoulder girdle are the two clavicles-
Ccollarbones), small -long bones that curve slightly from the shoulder to the, top
edge of the sternurn. The" clavicles hold the shiv4er joints out to the sides of
the body. The sternum Is the only bony connectitIn between the .axlal skeleton
and the shoulder girdle. The tip cif each clavicle join:: a scapula or shoulder
blade, WhIcli forms the socket where the upper arm attachls. The scapulae do
not articulide at all with the ribcage. The scapulae are broad flat bones,
triangular in shape, pointing 'downward over the true ribs about ,two inches from
the spinal column. They slide over the posterior (back) of the thorax, buried and
cushioned .in large maeses of muséle.

1,

1
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upKR EXTREMiTIES

, iff4

k.t . Elbe' h armAs composed of 30 bones. The Humer9s, the upper arm bone, is
S. the bone that joins the scapula at the Ahoulder. In thls forearm are two bones, ___.-/

the radius and the ,uitta. -The ulna is on the little-finger side of the forearm, and'
..4 conns with the humerus to form the elbow. On the thumb side is the radius,

which rotates with the ulna to turn the palm of the hand up 4nd down. Eight
small bones celled carpals form the wrilit. They are arranged in tvio rows, and
their plaiemtat allows for wide variety of movements. Five metaCarpele form
the hand. These bones can be felt along the pack of the hand and thumb where
they join the bones of the fingers or phalanges. Each finger is made up of three
phalenges (except the thumb, which has two) that artiaulate at the knuckles.

LOWER EXTREMITIES

The lower extremities ettach to the pelvis or pelvic gIrdie, a heavy set of
bones that forms the lower wall of the abdomen.. in the pelvis are three areas of
bone called the ilium, the ischium, and the pubis. First I. the ilium, which forms
the wing-like structures thet are commonly .termed the !'hipbones." It connects
to the flat sacrum in back, in immovable joints thatidd to the sturdiness of the
pelvis; to the sides, the ilium forma pert of the socket of the hip. Second is the
_Ischimrt, 'Which cueves under to form two .arch-like projectiOns that, beer the
4elpht of the body when sitting. The ischium meets the llitjn to form the second
part of the hip socket. 'Third, the remaining part of the ket is fotmed by the
publi, the front portion of-the pelvis. .

This bony socket, formed by the connection of he ilium, ischium, and
pubis, is the point of articulation with the leg. It is comparatively deep, and the
bones composing it are thick and heavy; this adds to the stability of the
legTpelvis joint, 'which bears the _weight of the body at the same time thar it
allows for freedom of movement.

Connected, to the pelvis is the femur of the tipper leg, the longest bone In
the body. Like other long bones (and eipecially like the humetus), the femur has
a long shaft broadening out .at both ends. One end of the femur forms a heavy
ball, which fits very closely into the socket of the pelvis; the other end widens to
form the knee joint. -

The patellator kneecap is a short bone which rides over and protects the
knee joint. t articulates with the femur but is fairly loose; like the scapula, the

'patella is buried in muscle, which gives it the freedom of movement necessary to
glide over the knee joint regardless of the position of the roint.
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The' knee4 also formed by the tibia', or shinbone. Along With the fibula,
the tibia roArms the lower leg, and both bones join to form the Einkle.

There they articulate with the talus,.one of thIselefen short bohes of the
foot called tarsals. The tarsabi correspond to ttle caa.flis of the wrik. The rest
of the tart al btones help distribute`the weight .of the body throughout the foot;
thei tarsals form the heel, Which bears abme of the weight, ind thi'archea of the
foot, which distribute weight forward to the metatars s. These are similar to
the metecarpals-of the hand in that they provi e the frsm.work of the foot; this
is, however, a -weight-bearing instead of a manipulative framework. The
metatarsals are therefore heavier, especially the first metatarsal (joining with
the grist toe), which bears much of the body's forward weight. The close
articulation of Ttirsals and metatarsals helps distribute the weight of the body as
equally as possible to ill parts of the feet. SImLlaj1 to the phalanges of tbp halid
(except that they ere shorter, and broader) are ie phalanges of the.foot,.whlch
form the c:pes.

The upper- and lower extremities in general are very similir in terms of
numbers and arrangements (and even 'shapes) of bones; however the actual
structures of these scperidages"differcccirding to their functions. TN) bones of
the arms are relatively loosely etteofW to the body and otherwise structured for

, the greatest pOssible freedom of movement. This serves the erm's manipulative
function. The bones of the leg articukate eloaely with the heavy pelvis, and are
themselves quite heavy; they enjoy a wide' range of Motion but not so varied aa
that oik theklrin. This suits the w.eight-bearing ind locomotive functions of the
legs. \

c-

Optional Activity

Identify the bones.of the appendages on a skeleton or model skeleton.

Kai

a

4
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BONES OF THE AFTENDICULAR SKELETON

(Uppist Extremititts

'Location Bone Number of Bones
A

)
shoulder

clavicle 2
gircile 1 scapula . . 2 7.

ripper arm I humerus 2
..

- I radius 2
'forearm

. i ulna 2

carpals

hand

2lunate
triangular (triquetrum)
hamate 2

2capitate
pisiform
scaphoid (navicular)

apezIum
trapezoid

,
.

2

2
2

tr
2

metacatpals 10

'fingers/thumbs I phalanges '29

7
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llocation

'hip

upper leg

kneecap

lower leg

tamals.

foot

toes

.10

BONES OF THE A, PPENDICULAR SKELETON.

o

/

Lower Extremities

ca.

Bone Number of Bones

pelvic bone

femur

patella

tibia
fibula

taft

cuboid ..,

navicular
cuneiform I
ciineiform *II
cunilform III

I metatarsals

1. phalanges

"--"t-e"

2

2

2

2

2
2
2

2
2

0

28
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APPENDIC6LAR SKELETON

Post-iest

1. The appendicular skeleton includes which of the following?
'*

A. vertebrae
B. femur'
C. ribs
5.) cranium

2. The shoulder girdle is also called the

3. The bone of the upper arm is the:

A. humertis.
B. sternum.
C. femur.
D. tibia.

1

The lower extremities attach to the:

'A. a;e)n"um.
B. verttbrarEcilurpn.
C. scapula. .

D. pelvis.

I.
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5. . The eight Ismail bones of the wrist are called:.

A. ossicles.
B. carpals:
C. yertebrae. c)
0. tarsals.

The kneecap is also called the

7. The foot is designed primarily to: .

. v
A. move upward toward the knee.
B. _rirotect vital organs.
C. articulate with the pelvis..
ID. bear the, weight of the body.

The structures of the appendicular skeleton allow the body tq:

A. breathe.
B. 1160.
C. move.
0. heigr.

9. The primary function of the patella is to:

A. protect the knee.
B. initiate movement.
C. support muscles.
0. produce btood cells. Jr

4
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10. Which of the following ariiculates with the femur?

A. scapula.
B. vertebra.
C. pelvic girdle.
D. clavicle.

-)



INTRODUCTION TO THE MUSCULAR SYSTEM

e Goals

Upon ,completion of this. module, you should be able to:

# 1. Identify the major components and functions*of the muscular system.'

2. Classify4ifferent types of muscle.

Without muicles, the respiratory systern could not take in air, the digestive
system could not prcicess food, and the tirculatory system could not pump blood.
Without muscle, the skeletal system would be like the poles in a tent. However,
the body is packed with rusclealmost one-half- of total body weight is made up

'of muscle.

I.

FUNCTIONS OF MUSCLE

Muscle tissue is a special type of tissue made up 9f layers of very long, thin
cells. These cells have the ability to c,ontract 'or be4.orne shorter, causing the
entire tissue to become shorter. If the Id attached to bones, the
contraction causes the bones, to move; if the muscle surrounds an organ, the
contraction may move the contents of the orgeN.,Movement. is the primary
function of muscle, whether it'is movement of the op (as in walking or dancing)
or movement of materials within the body (for. Instance, food through the
digestive system or blood through the circulatory system).

Contraction of muscles requires energy. Not ail of this energy is used to
produCe movement; however; about three-fourths of the muscular energy 'goes to
producing heata very important function, of muscle. How muscular action
contributes to 'heat prqduction is probably apparent 'to anyone who has exercised
heavily on warrh day, or to anyone who has stamped feet or paced around to
keep warm while waiting out in the cold. Even shivering is an attempt by the
body to produce more heat iby raising the level, of muscular activity throughout
the body. Muscular activity is the body's major mechanism for hest production.

tj
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In terms of structure, the skeletal. system would contribute very little to
the shape and support of the body if it were not for muscle. To return to the
tent pole comparison, the pole3 will nbt support the tent it something (usuarty
rope) is not holditig them In the'necessary positions of support. The same is true
for the bones in the body. Muscles exert the necessary pull to keep the bones in
good alignment, in the proper positions of support. The alignMent of the body is
called posture. MaihtaIning posture is another important (Unction of muscle.

TYPES OF MUSCLE

Muscular functions are performed by three types of muscle: smooth
muscle, cardiac muscle, and skeletal muscle. Smooth muscle I. the siMplest type
of muscle tissue."Yrs made t)77:longated cells arranged in sheets, which form
the walls of many of the internal organs or viscera. (For this reason, smooth
muscle Is often _called visceral muscle.) Smooth muscle Is found. in the, hollow
organs of the digeative system (esophagus, stomach, intestine) as well as in the.,
walls of blood vessels, the bladder, the uterus, In glands, and in the skin.

4Smooth muscle contraction is involuntary. That is, it is not consciously
controlled; the compleXity of the functions- performed by smooth muscle would
occupy the mind completely if the actions of the muscle had to be controlled
consciously. Smooth:' muscie causes the movement of materials within the
sMooth-muscled organs. Thus it is respbnsible for the movement of food throtigh
the digestive sYbstem, elimination of waste from the body, and so on.

Cardiac' (heart) muscle is also involuntary muscle, although it has a very
different function. Composed of elongated muselti cells or fibers which branch
apart and rejoin throughout the tissue, cardlac muscle (also called myocardium)
ts ,the tissue responsible for the beating jiction of the heart. When the muscle
contracts, the heart itself contracth &timing a heartbeat. Circulation of blood
would not be possible without thict e of muscle.,

Unlike cardiac and smooth
action can be controlled cons
resppoible for, the movement o
up of long, cylindrical cella)11
ilewed through a microscope,
striations. (For this reason, ske
strands of muscle tissue are arran

uscle, sk
Th

he skele
in st
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,9nuscle

din bun
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letal muscle.is voluntary; that is, its
3 Is the muscle attached to, and
al system. Skeletal muscle is made
'aka. or fibers. These fibers, when
ded with light and dark stripes, or
Is also palled striated 'Muscle.) The

es that form the skeletal muscles.
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MUSCLE ACTION
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The ends of skeletal muscles sre attached to bones; the middle and major
portion of the muscle, where the greatest part of the contraction takes place is
called the body. This bulky body tapers off at eith* end to the toligh, thin piit
of the muscle that attaches to bone.. Most muscles cross a joint and are attached
to different bones on each side of the joint. The muscle exerts different actions
on the bonee to which It is attached; one bone will remain stationary while the
muscle pulls against it, using it as a support, in order to move the other bone. In
this process, the area where the muicle attaches to the unmoving bone is called
the origin of the muscle and -the area on the bone that moves is .called the
'InsertiOn of the muscle. For instance, the biceps, the muscle which moves the
'forearm, has its origin in the bones of the shoulder, crosses the elbow joint, and
inserts In a bone of the forearm. When the body of this muscle contracts, the
shortened muscle pulls against the wow: arm in order to move the forearm,
causing the arm ,to bend at the elbow.

Most muscles work in groupsseveral muicles workilogether to produce
movement. Usually, however, only one muscle in a group I. primarily responsible
for causing the, movement; the other muscles only contribute to the movement,
"or help to stabilize the bones. The muscle most responalble for a specific
movement is called the prime mover. The prime mover is diffvent for different
movements: one muscle mighr 6t7 the prime mover rn bending the arm, but
another would be the prime mover in straightening It.

However, In order for ;he arm to straighten, the muscle that contracts to
- bend it (biceps) must stop contracting, or relax; so that the muscle which

conqacts to move ,It back (triceps) can do Its job. This fact illustrates the
agofflst-antagonist relationship Of muscles: mdet actions of skeletal muscles (for
Instance, bending a limb) have opposing actions that reverse them (tor instance,
ettaightenifig the limb). Nearly every muscle has an opposing muscle that
contracts to cause the opposite movement. The prime mover is the agonist; the
muscle that causes the opposite movement Is the antagonist. The prime mover
of one action becomes the antagonist of the ,opposite action; the antagonist must
,relax when the agonist, or prime mover, contracts. (See Figure 3 on the next
pagfi

Skeletal muscle is. the meat of the body. It I. located throughotit the body,
covesring the bones and the organs, giving the body form. Cardiac muscle powers
the circulatory system, and sm6oth musdle surrounds the tubes of the body.
Combined, the muscles are responsible for -all of the mbvements of the body.

I.
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.7

In the left diagram, the biceps lagonisti is _contracted and the trkxrps (antagonist) is relaxed.
In the right diagram, the o4es are reversed, with the triceps (contracted) becoming the agonist

and the biceps (relaxed) the antagonist.

Figure 3. Agonist-Antagonist Mufti* Action

c

rt'

"h.
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Optional ActiVities

Find muscle masses on yourself. Clench fists, point toes, raise limbs, and
bend joints. Feel the, areas where the muscles are contracted.

Try to find agonlat-antagonist muscle groups. Perform an action, a
single' movement, and then figure and gistrtdini -qv opposing action. Can
you isolate the groups of muscle by feeling them?
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5. The major portion of a muscle, where "most of the contraction occurs, is
called the

6. Heart muscle is aleolcalled

4

e_

s\

7. Visceral muscle is also known as

\ t

J

.

8. Which of the following types of muscle is usually consciously controlled?

A. skeletal
B. smooth
C. visceral
D. cardiac z
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MAJOR MUSCLES OF THE BODY

Goals

1

Upon completion of this module, yoCiihould be able to:

- 1. Identify the major muicles and muscle groups of the body.

2. Identify end describe the actions of the major muscles of the body.

4

Most of the movements of the body produced by the muscles are either
Intended for locomotion (walking, running, climbing), or manipulation (lifting,
twisting, carrying). Other movements serve neither function, but are responsible
for important activities nonethelessaidiqg in( the mechanics of respiration, or
helping to communicate. Muscles are structured in groups that act on sets of
bones and joints; they are named by their action, location, origin or insertion,

"shape, or by any combination of these characteristics..

FACIAL I4USCLES a

Fecial muscles are among the few muscles in the body that attach .to, skin
as -well as to bone. They ,are responsible for the expressions of the face; the
deeper muacles are necessary to speech and chewing. Some of the most
important of the fa9ial mustles are mentioned -here. For 'example, the
othicularrs oculi is the muscle that surrounds the eye and serves to close it. The
,M7arEuir/51-111s up on the corners of the mouth when it coeracts, causing a
smile. To make an unhappy expression, the trianguiaris does the opposite, pulling
'.down the corners of the mouth. In the forehead is the coriugator, so named
because.- it "corrugates" the forehe*.*witti frown lines. Contractionsi of the
temporalla and massater muscles close the Inouth With a great clenching force.
The literal pterygoid, an internal muscle, pulls the jaw down to open the mouth.
!he Tor-7"gue is also a muscle, contracting into different shapes to create the
different sounds that contributi to speech.

r-
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MUSCLES OF THE EXTREMITIES

Moat of the other muscles of the body are .r1ot attached to the skin as the
facial muscles are; many of the muscles of the m ttach to the trunk of
the body in order to obtain the anchorage, nesary to exert an effective pull on
the appendicular bones. ven those musc,s of the shoulder girdle that do not
directly attach to the erm effect its actiofie. An example of this kind of muscle
is the tripezius of the beck, which connects to'the base of the skull and the
vertebral column down to the middle of the back; it moves the scapula, lifting
and lowering it, and pulling the shoulders back. This is the muscle that moyes
your,shoulders when you shrug. Also on the back is the latissimus dorsi, a broad,
fan-like muscle which pulls the arm beck. In the front, the pectoralla malor
originates on the claViple and sternum, covering the chest to the seventh HO, and
Insetts on the upper arm; it raises and rotates the arm. The deltoid covers the
shoulder and inserts on the humerus to raise the arm straight out like e wing.

On- the arm itself, the best...known muscle is the tliceps brach'', which
originates at the shoulder joint and Inserts-on the forearm. This muscle brings
the wrist to the shoulder by bending the elbow; it accounts for most of the
muscle bulk of the upper arm. Its antagonist is the triceps brechil, which runs
from the shoulder joint to the elbow along the back of the arm; It straightens the,
arm. In the forearm, the prolgators and supinator rotate the arm in both
directiont. The- many muscles in the wrist, hand, fingers, end thumb make
possible the movements of these areas.

A large number f muscles of the lower extremities (legs) originate on the
pelvic girdle. Among,them is the quadriceps femoris group, somb of the largest
and strongest muse es in the body. The prime moiver of the quadriceps group is
the rectus femoris. The muscles of this group attach to the front part of the
pelvitMn Triert on the femur and the bones Of the lower leg. They draw, the
thigh up toward the belly, or straighten the leg out at the knee, and are very
Important in actions such as walking, running, or bicycling. In the back, is the
luteus maxim% oemuscie of the buttocks, which pulls the leg backwards and iv
so Important to locomotion, espediallY climbiner Also in bOck is the hamstring

group, made up of muscles which originate on the pelvis and insert on' the bones
of the lower.leg. When the hamstrims contract, they pull the thigh back, or bend
the knee and bring the heel up to the buttocks. In the, inner thigh are the
adductors, which draw the legs together.

In the back of the loWer leg, the midcalf muscle Mess is .called the
gastrocnemlus. It originates at the femur and inserts on the heel bone; when It

s contracts, it pulls tpe heel up to force the toes down, as when standing on
tiptoe. The gastrocnemius is very important to many activities ranging from
Walking to ballet dancing. An antagonist muscle to the gastrocnemius muscle
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is the tibialls anterior which rune do'wn the length of the tibia or shinbone. The
tibialls anterior originates near the knee and inserts on the toes; it contracis to
pull the toes up toward the knee. There are also many muscles in the ankle, foot,
and toes that contribute to lower leg and toot movements.

MUSCLES OF THE TRUNK

Muscles of the trunk control the position of the spiile and are important to
body Posture. The erector vines of the back are muscles that attach to the base
of the skull and the pelyls; when contracted, they hold the back stralght and
upright. The antagonist muscle I. the rectus abdomlnus,,which origlnates at the
pelvis and inserts on the,ribs. Runningn tfie 'middle of the belly, this muscle
Contracts to pull the head down toward the knees, as in doing a sit-up. The
transvit'se abdomlnal muscle, a deep muscle contracts to flatten the abdomen
and Is useful l'or any abdominel pushing, such as the movement that occurs in a
woman's body when she is glving birth. In-the chest; the internal muscles Inc4ude
the intercostal muscles Of the,ribcage, which .lift and lower the ribs in breattilng.
The dLaPhràqm is the major internal muscle of breathing. It hai no antagonist
group; its re axation. produces the movement opposite to Ant produced by its
contraction.

MUSCLE CONTRACTION

In all of these major muscles, the function of contraction depends on the
structUre Of .the muscle tissue. Baslcally, the long strands or fibers of muscle
tissue are composed of overlapping bands of tells.. When stimulated by electrical
impulses, the overlapping bonds of/muscle are drawn together and slide over one
another, whlch shortens each individual muscle fiber. A shortening of all the
fibers at once causes shortening (or contractlon) of the entlre muscle.
Depending on the orientation of the fiberti, the contractlon alonethe jength.of
the muscle (as In skeletal muscle), or In a ring around 'the' organ walls (as in
smooth-Muscled organs). Different types of muscles thus accomplish 'their

.different functions by contracting to produce movements. Some of these
muscles contract qultkly and strongly to produce movements such as running.
Others contract ilowly and steadily, such as the muscles r:Mich maintain the
body's posture.

Figure 4, on the next page, shows a frontal view of the major muscles of
the body.
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Figure 4. The Muscular Systam
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Optional Activities

Clench your jaw tightly, feeling different areas of your fate as you do
so. Can you identify the muscles that are producing the tension?

On diagrams of the skeleton, draw the major muscles of the body.

3
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MAJOR MUSC4ES OF THE BODY

Post-Trrl

10"

1. Which of the following is a muscle of the face'?

A. tibialis anteelor
B. pectoralis
C. obicUlaris Ocull
D. trapezius

1.

2. Which group of muscles is locat,d on the _front of the thigh?

3. The hamstring musties are locatect:

A. In the chest.
B. on the back of the thigh.
C. in the. lower back.
D. above and behind the jaw.

4. The muscles which raise the arms up from the side are-the:

A. deltoOs.
B. intercostal.. , ..

C. latissimus dors . ,
D. gluteals. .

, \.
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5. Which of the following is a prime mover in the action of doing a sit-up?

A. intercostal
B. diaphragm
C. tibialis anterior
0. rectue abdominus

6. The prime mover in straighteninig the lower leg Is the:

A. gastrocnemlus.
B. rectus femoris.
C. trapezius.
0. pectoralls.

it

7. Which of the folloWing muscles move the ribcage?

A. adductors
B. biceps
C. intercostals
II hamstrings
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SUPPORTING STRUCTURES OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM .

il!

Goals

Upon completion of this' module, you should be able to:

1. Identify the supporting structures of the musculoskeletal system.

2. Describe the functions of the supporting structures of the
musculoskeletal systeni.

In order for the muscular system and the skeletal system to function
together -smoothly, there must be several 'supporting structures to link the two
systems. For instance, there are tough connective materials to attach muscle to
bone, and even tougher connective material to attach bark, to bone in the
hard-working joints. The joints :.therneelvesi which are structured for specific
functions, are crucial to the functioning of the musculoskeletal system.

TENDONS

Muscle-to-bone connections itre made by tendons. Tendons are very strong,
thick ,strinds of fibmus (end therefore toughrr*ctive tissue that connect
muscles to bone. They tan be very long, if necess. , to extend the effective
reach of a muscle ,to a length that the muscle alon might not be able, to
achieve. This is important for bones that are fairly far artl(as in muscles of
the thigh, far example, which originate on the upper edge f the pe1vii and insert
below the knee). Because they are much thinner than Mum le tissue, tendons can
attach in places where bulky muscle tissue Would dot fit. 9inally, tendons, being
tough, can withstand far more of the wear and tear caueeji by joint action than
can the softer flesh of muscle.

a
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LIGAMENTS

l..igaments surround or cross Joints to connect bone to tIone. In many
articulations, thick layers of ligaments are wrapped around the bones, and thus
help to form ow joint structure; they also pua from bone to bone along the
lengths of parallel limb bones, as in the forearm and lower leg. Made of very
tokigh fibrous connective tissue, ligaments give stability arid support to the Joints
and the skeletal system as a whole.

ARTICULATIONS

, Joints, or articulations, are classified into three types according to
structure; their stlructures relate to, the functions they serve within the
musculoskeletal system. Articulations are classified as non-movable, partly .

movable, or freely movable, depending on the range of *motion they allow
betwean the connecting bones.

Non-movable, articulations are also palled fibrous jotints because the bones
are tightly bound by fibrOus sheets of tissue whErreFrni no bone motion. An
example of a non-movable joint is the connection of .the tibia and the fibuli
abcrie the ankle. Sometimes, as in the skull- suture . the joint is almost
completely bone-to-bone, with very little tissue needed because the kings fit
together so closely. Non-movable jointe hrve a protective function (as in the
skull) or a 'strengthening and supportive function (as in the articulation between
the pelvis and the sacrum).

. Partly movable joints iire also called cartilaginous Joints because a cushion
of cartilage connects the bones. Because cartilage is not very flexible, little
movement is allowed in each individual cartilaginous joint. However, many
partly movable joints in a.series, each with a slight degree of motion, can permit
a large risme Of motion. This explainethe great flexibility of the spinal coluMn,
'which articulates in cartilaginous joints. Examples of cartilaginous joints where

.4/ very little moverrient is permitted Include the sternuM-rib articulations and the
connection of the two pubis bones of the pelvis. Movement in these joints is not
desirable because they serve Mainly protective functions.

Movements associated With locomotion and manipulation are permitted by
the freely movable articulationsthe third categOry of joints. rreely movable
articulations are also called synovial joints because of a membrane, the synovial,
membrane, which lines the joint area and secretes a special lubricating fluid

A r
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(eynovial fluid); to help risduce friction as the moving bones slide 'over one
another. Ligaments around the joint form the scapsule that contains this iluid,
and pads of cartilage dont each articulating surface for improVed smoothness of
movement. The tartilage pads also absorb ttie shOck associated with the function
of many of these boneis (for instance, landing on your ,feet after you jump causes
a shwk to the knee joints). "144". z'

Most of the freely movable joints arst- in the skeletal areas of the body that
are involved in active movement--t. Is-, the appendicular skeleton. There are
several kinds of freely movable jfiits, each permitting a different type of
motion. A hinge Joint% allows the type of motion involved in bending and
straightening the ethow, the fingers, or the igage. A pivot joint allows for the
rotation seen between the ulna and the radiullikf the. forearm. A saddle Ioiht
allowd the relatively free motion of the thuMb. Ball-an4-4ocket Joints, such as
those found in the hip and shoulder, permit the dreat freedom of movement
allowed by those joints.

Exactly how muscles and bones work together and produce -movement, and
what kinds Of moyement they can produce, is the subject of the next module.

Optional Activities

On a skeleton or model skeleton,. examine the different types of joints
and their movements.

Find out about the structure of the knee joints and why so many athletes
have problems with it.

The next time you eat chicken at home, examine the tendons; ligaments,
and joints of the chicken. Are they siMilar to those found in the human
body?

Examine x-rays of 4arious types of joints. Can you guess thei function of
the joint from the structure? What movement does it permit?

Discuss what would ,hppen to the oints, and to the musculoskeh;tal
system as a whole, if there were no li ants.
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SUPPORTING STRUCTURES OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTtM

Post-Test

1. The most important structures in the connection of bone to bone are called:

A . tendons.
B. r ligaments.

synovial capsules.
D. articular cartilage.

2. The sutures-of the skull we examples of what type of joint?

3. Cartilaginous joints are:

A. freely movable.
B. non-movable. 0.
C. partly movable.
D. capable of only one.movement.

-3

4. The variety of movements reqbirred for locomotion and manipulation are
provided mainly by what type of joint?
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MOVEMENTS

Goals

Upon completion of this module, you should be able to:

1. Identify and describe different human movements.

*/

Movements, like 'muscle groups, generally occur in pairs. For most
movements that take a part of the body in one direction, there is another
movement that takes it in the opposite direction. Not surprisingly, most of the
opposing movements are pro:1410,d by agonist-antagonist /Made groups.

There are four major types of movement possible in the musculoskeletal
system, as well as several other types of movement. When these different
movements are' combined, they allow for the -amazing range and variety of
motions thit characterize the actions of the musculoskeletal system.

FLEXION-EXTENSION

Two movements necessary to most -actions of the body are flexioriand
extension. .Flexlon involves .bending a joint to bring areas closer together, as
when khe elbow Is bent to bring the forearm to the shoulder. In a better
definition, flexion is the movement that makes the angle of a joint smaller. The
opposite motion is extension, which straightens joints to straighten or stretch die
body or the extremities. At the elbow, flexion is accomplished by the biceps
brachil. When this muscle contracts, it pulls on the foreirm bones to bend the
elbow and Taise-IthoLlvziat toward the shoulder. Its antagonist muscle, the triceps
brachii, ts the ext r of the arm; when it contracts, it shortens over the back
of the arm and tilbow to pull the forearm back into a straight position.
(Remember that for any one muscle group to accomplish its ltask,., while it
contr ts its antagonist muscle group must relax. With a few exceptions,. at
least wo muscle groups are InVolved in every movement.)
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In the leg, the hamstring muscles in back contract to bend the knee and
flex the .leg; this action brings the heel toward the buttocks. The leg is
straightened out at the knee by the quadriceps femoris muscles, which run over
the knee and whith, When contracted, pull the lower leg to a straight position.
Flexion snd extension are the two movement* allowed by the hinge structure of
the elbow and knee joints.

The vertebral column has less freedom of motion, but also flexes anW
extends like any other bone-joint combination. In flexion of the vertebral
column, the body bolds forward (as when performing sit-ups); this movement is
accomplished by strong contraction of 'the cactus abdominus muscle of the belly.
This muscle attaches to the bottom edges of the ribs arld peivps and, when
contrected, pulls these areas together; this makes the spinal column bend and
curve forward. The vertebral column is straightened out, or extended, by the
long muscles of posture, which attach to the skull and pelvis. When these
Muscles contract, they pull the back of the head toward the buttocks,
straightening and lifting the spinal coluinn.

ABOUCTION-ADDUCTION r..

Abduction and adduction are two other paired movements. Abduction is
the movement of,, a body part away from the midline of the body; adduction is the,
movement of a part toviard the midline of the body: Again, these movements are
accomplished by agonist-antagonist muscle groups. In abduction of the arm, the
prime mover Is the deltoid muscle of the shoulder. This muscle attaches to the
clavicle .and the upper humerus; when it contracts, It shortens over the shoulder
Joint, putting the arm directly up over the side. Adduction of the arm is
adcomplished by the latiulmus dorsi, which attaches across the back to the
spinal column and humerus, and the pectoralls of the ohest. They conteadt to
ppll the aim in toward the side of the body. The action of "flapping wings" is
actually a rapid abduction and adduction of the arms.

Abduction' of tbe leg, or lifting it out to the. side, is donb by the deep
qiuteal muscles and a muscle that attaches to the outside of the pelvis and the
outside surface of the femur. Adduction is accoMplislied by the adductor
muscles on the inside of the thigh, which .attach, to the puIie bone and to the
upper femur. These muscles do not bend the knee when th contract because
the knee joint is not structured to bend sideways.



ROTATION-CIRCUMDUCTION

Rotation end circumduction, two other kinds of movements, 'are both
basically circular rhetions. Rotation is an ', actual, bisic mdvement;
circumduction is a combination of basic movements (flexion, abduction,
extension, .and adduction). Rotation (e.g., pointing the knee.or elbow outward or
inward) id the rotation of a body part. The humerus, femur, neck, spine, and
scapula are cap ble of rotation. Trecing an imaginary circle Altth the finger (arm
extended)sis en

rxamPle
of circumduction.

SPECIAL MOVEMENTS

Several other special movements are made possible by muscular and
skeletal interacpon. Supination and pronation are two forms of rotation of the
forearm made possible by the pivot joint which allows the radius to rotate around
the ulna. Supination is the act of turning the palm from facing the floor to
facing the ceiling when the arm is extended. Pronation is- the oppoaite
movement, turning the palm towards- the floor. These movements contribute
greatly to.the manipulative abilities of the arms and hands.

Muscles of the lower leg and foot contract to tarn the foot inlrd
(lnrrsion) and the setagonist muscles akt to pull it outward (eversion). Two-
other movements of tge foot are dorsiflpxion and plantar-flexion. Dorsiflexion is
a form of flexion or bending of the foot at the ankle. This movement pulls the
foot up too that the toes point toward the knees. Plantar-flexion is a form of
extension, or straightening out of the foot at the ankle (the foot, however, is
normally at right angles to the leg, so that plantar-flexion is not the foot's
customary state of mat but a definite movement). In plantar-flexion, muscles 4t
the back of the leg pull the heel up, which forces the toes down. Obviously,
these two movementa are very important in walking and in other fOrms of,
locomotion.

Muscles, bones, and joints must apt togetheg to produce these móvements.
The combination& of au these ,Indlvidual moveffients of the musculoakeletal
system make possible the incredible variety of motion of which the human body,
is. capable: Each mciVenient and combination of1moverrients' has its awn special
functionsfunctions made possible) by the structure's of the' musculoskeletal
system working together.

4
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Optignal Activities
I.

Take a simple series of motions such as walking across the room and
sitting down, and bteak it into its component movements. What muscle
groups tre being used? Joints? Bones?

Use a model skeleton to study the movements of differs parts of the
body. For example, note why abductors-adductors do not bend the knee,
how the radius rotates around the ulna, and how the head- Moves in
different directions.

Try to complete the word maze on the following page. It uses some of
the terms that you learned in this unit.

4

r
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WaiRD MAZE

SK SUP ITOMARROWLF
CSYNSDEEFRLLTAPL
AGNI,CTSXNOASUPME
PXODARICAOGT.IE.PX
W VSPADPOHOEBEA I
ICISUCNITCNNELFO
NCADLPHIGHIDFDON
DOLBALIONYSNGMAT
XCJVCRINBETGBLR I
AYOAEALXAINARCE10
YHIVFALLETAPXAAN
NXNEPIPHYSISISTR
0JTRHIGAYDROUTRO
GK AW4QU;IS A V INR ER
ACRANIUMC.WANGWVP
BT.ER EGWOLDULDEBY

Find the following terms in this maze by circling the words. They may appear
frontwards or backwards, verticalfy, horizontally, or diagonally.

1 agonist flexion

carpal incus

coccyx marrow

cranium- patella

ePiPhyeis scapula

I

supination

synovial j int,

tendon

vertebra

4

(
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MOVEMENTS

Post-Test

1. Bringing the palm of the hand from the hip to the shoulder is an example of
which of the following movements?

A. extension
B. circurnduction
C. eversion
D. flexion

2. Going from a loquatting position to a standing position requires which of the-'
following movements of the lower leg?

A. adduction
B. extension
C. flexion
D. rotation

3. Which of the followirm are special movements of the fOrearm?

A. Inversion - eversion
B. dorsiflexion - plantar-flexion
C. supination -.pronstion
D. rotation - circurnduction

4. Pointing the kriee outwyrd requires what basic movement Of the upper leg/

4 Th

,11
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5. Which ot the following movements describes dorsiflexion?

A. pointing the toes inward
B. bringing the palm to the shoulder
C. pulling the toes toward the knee
D. pointing the palm upward



L
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GLOSSARY

abductioru lateral movement away from the midline of the body.
adduction: lateral movement toward the midline of the body.
won et: a muscle primarily responsible fat a movement; a Orime mover.
antaqonJ st: a muscle with a movement opposite to that of an agonist.
enter ore pertaining to the front.

diculauskeletoru the bones of the pelvis shoulder, and extremities.
ell7cliulation: connection between bones; a jOint.
axial skeleton: the bones of the skull, vertebral column, and ribcage.

ball-and-socket joint: the shoulder and hip joints.
body (of a muscle): the main portion of a muscle; the area where most of the

contraction takes place.

cardiac muscle: the muscle 6f the heart; myocardium.
C-a-ri"-a:76---iirght short bones of the wrist.
cervical vertebrae: the first seven vertebrae.
circumduction: the movement bf a body part in a circular motion.
clavicle: the collarbone; a part of the shoulder girdle.
coccyx: the tailbone; the last portion of the vertebral column.
contraction: the shortening of muscle fibers:

)iii-g-p-sirrtIlacie: the cartilage that attaches the ribs to the sternum,
cranium: the portion of the skull that encloses the brain; consists of eight bones.-

diaphysis: the shaft of a long bone.

;"
epiphysis* one of the two Olds of a long bone.
eversion: the outward movement of the foot.
extension: a movement which straightens a joint; the opposite of flexion.

fiat bone:
,

a flat sheet-like type of bone, as found in the skull.
-fraora movement which closes a joint; the opposite of 'extension..

qluteal: muscles of the'buttocks.
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hamstrings: the muscle group of ths; back of the thigh which flexes the lower' leg.
hinge joint: a joint with two-way motion such as the elbow and knee.
hygid bone: a small-bone at the base of the tongue.

Inc= a small anvil-shaped bone of the middle ear.
Insertiom one of the areas where a muscle attaches.
Trierpcitals: muscles of the ribcage.
inversions an inward movemeni of the foot.
iiisTrrruar bone: bones with unique structures.

ligements4 connective tissues which support and attach structures, especially
bones.

lo bone: the most common type of bone, found in the arms and legs.
lumbar vertebrae: the-vertebrae of the lower back.

malleuss la small hammer-shaped bone of the middle ear.
marrows a-substance found Inside bone; red or yellow.
muscle: body tissues i(hich contract to produce movements.

origins one of thehreas where a muscle attaches.
osslc es: the stnall bones of the middle ear; the incus, malleus, and stapes.

patellas the kneecap.
ectorel girdle: the ))houlder girdle, formed by the clavicle, scapula, and

umerus.
pelvic girdle: the banes whIpli form the hip joi
pnaianq.s s the bones which\form the fingers an oes.
Exot loint. a joint which allows rotation, such ad between theadius and ulna.
plaritar- exion: the movement which points the toes end foot downward.
posteriors pertaining to the back or rear.
prime movers the muscle primarily responsible for a given movement; agonist.
pron t orniThe movement of the forearm which turns the palm upward.

rq_uadricepe: the muscle,group of the front of the thigh.which extends the'lower
leg.

rotation: a movement causing a bqdy part to rotate.
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sacrum: flve fused vertebrae which form a part of the pelvis.
scapula: the shoulder blade.
aceletal Muscle:, muscles which produce movements of the skeleton; striated

mus757
skull: the bones of the heed; ccimprises"the facial bones twO the cranium.
smooth muscle: involuntary muscle; visceral muscle.
stapiret small stIrruii-shaped bone of the middle ear.-
striafed muscle: skeletal muscle.
aupinstionx the movement of the forearm which turns the palm downward.
suture*: the immovable joints of the skull.
synovialxfluidt the lubricating fluid produced by synovial membranes.
synovial hint: a freely movable joint.
fynovial membrane: the membrane which surrounds a synovial joint.

tarkals: short'bones of the'foot.
tend= strip of strong connective tissue that connects muscle to bone.
thorecic the 12 vertebrae of the thorax.

vertebral eClumru the spine Or backbone.
visceral muscle: muscle of the internal orgeni; smooth muscle.

C./

.`4
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ANSWERS TO THE PRETEST

Ouestion. Correct Revonse

.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

'0

sternum

muscle

0

tendon

r 4(
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INTRODUCTION

These instructional modular units have been developed for the Pennsylvania

Department of Educatin for use in vocational education programs. They were

designed on the assumption that a basic understanding of human anatomy and
physiology is essential tO, any person preparing to enter a health care occupation

t such as practical nursing, nursing assistant,, medical assistant, emergency
medical technician, or dental assistant. Each of these modular units' will cover
the most important aspects of dne of the major systems of the human body. In

the first four units the followihg systems will be covered: circulatory system,
respiratory system, musculoskeietal system, and digestive system.

This Instructor's Guide is lesigned to provide suggestions to you on how to

use a modular unit most effectively in your instruction. These recommendations,
however, do not represent the Only way to use these units: you may be able to
devise more beneficial uses for the materials.

Er

THE MODULAR UNITS

Each modular unit is ?hade up of several components: a pretest, four to

seven instructional modules with corresponding post-tests, optional activities for
the students, and a glossary of terins used in the unit. Each of these componerits

has a specific.purpose and is prganized in a specific way, as will be explained in

the following section!.

Pretest ow.

After reading the preface, which Is simply, an introduCtion to thee(
instructional units, a stpdent_working through almodular unit should first take the

pretest. As its name implies,, this test is designed to be taken by the student

before beginning work on .the materials contained in the unit., Its purpose Is

twofold: (1) to stimulate interest in the modutar unit by giving tics student a

preview of the topics covered, and,(2) to provide a means of self-diagnosis so the

student may identify, based on performance on the pretest, those areas of the
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modular unit which may require special attention and extra effort on the part of

the student. After selecting an answer to each of the pretest questions, the

student should turn to the beck of the modular unit and check the correct

answers. If the student answers incorrectly on a number of questions dealing

with a particular subject, then the student should pay closer attention to the
module on that subject.

Instructional Modules

This modular unit is composed of seven separate but closely relafed

modules, including: Introduction to the Skeletal System, Axial Skeleton,

Appendicular Skeleton, Introduction to the Muscular System, Major Muscles of

the Body, and Movements. After taking the pretest and checking the answers,'

the student should read through and study each of the instructional modules. For

the student's benefit, each module begins With a statement of 'the goals, or

objectives, that a student should have mastered upon completion of that

particular module. The level of achievement of these goals is measured by the

student's performance on the corresponding pdst-test. The language level and

content of each module is aimed, toward the student seeking an introduction to

the components, structures, and functions and the basic terminology required for

an understanding of the musculoskeletal system.

Optiónal Activities 4P10

Following many modules are optional activities intended to provide the

student with an opportunity to pursue the content of the module at a more

in-depth level. Many of these activities may require teacher participation, .at

least in obtaining and preparing additional materials for the student to utilize.

In addition to the *ion& activities available to the students: you may

choose to provide further information to the Students by teaching a brief unit on

the common disorders of the musculoskeletal systro. Discussion of these

disorders has not been included in the texts because a basic knowledge of th,

proper structure an91 function of the human bddy in a healthy individual seems

more appropriate for the purposes of an introductory program. If you do choose,

to discuss common disorders, the most effective approach may be one in which

you use disorders CO illustrate what can go wrong in the body, as a Means of

clarifying the students' understanding of how the body works when' functionihg

proper4y.

You may als o wish to provide students with the names of books or elides

a s suggested readings to further their understanding of a particular area. .



Glossary

After the last of the modules in the unit is a glossary. This is not intended
to be a comprehensive glossary to be used by the student as a dictionary.
Rather, it includes the basic terms used in the unit whiCh are necessary to an
understanding of the system covered. Those words which appear in the modules

and have been defined in the text- are not aierayi defined in the glossary. Some
of these particular terms have been used in the module because they are
essential but dilficult terms needed to-eXplain the content taught in the unit.
The student shodid use the glossary to,review the vocabulary essential_to the unit
before taking the post-tests, .

Post-Tests

The, post-tests are the final assessment of a student's understanding of the

material presented in each module. They consist of multiple-choice and
-open-ended questibne designed to theasure. a Student's mastery of the goall'
(objectives) stated at the.beginning of each module. Each .of the gAstioni haS
been written to measure an pspect of the skills and/or ,knowledge ttat a student

may be expected to acquire as a result of working through a partidular module.
When a 'student has finished studying a module, has pursued any chdsen optional

-activities, and has reviewed the ..vocabulary in the glossary, thei student should
take the post-test that follows the module. .

-

SCORING THE POST-TESTS

As previously mentioned; the purpose of the post-tests is to measure
whether or not a student hSs mastered the objectives (goals) stated st the
beginning of each module. Due to the differing lengths of the post-tests, the
variety of 'wags in which teachers may choose to utilize these mOdules, and
discrepancies among students' previous exposure to the subject matter, it is not
practical to set a standard cut-off Score on each'of the-tests that would indicate
mastery of the objectives. Rather, teitchers are asked toi-use their profeisional
judgment in individual cases to deterrrlIne if a. student's perfoimance on a
post-test indicates that he, or she has mastered the objectives stated for that
module. In making this determination, you should consider at least all of the

following factors:
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(1) How long is each post-test?

(2) How mudh information is included in each module and how complex is
the,information, relative to other modules?

(3) Has the student been exposed to the kind of 'éurricular material
before? that is, has the student been taught the basics of this system

of the body before?

(4) Should" the-entire' class be required to achieve a certain score in order
to pass, or should each student be considered individually? (This

depends on how- and with whom you use this module as instructional
material.)

(5) Should t)he Student be graded pass/fail on4 each post-test--i.e., on
mastery of each module--or on the unit as a whole?

To facilitate the scoring of post-tests, each student will record his or her

answers to all the post-tests on one separate sheet of paper. You should mark
each answer correct or incorrect, then give the student a "pass" or "fall" on each
module, or on theAinit as a whole.

Because of ,the subject matter, responses to open-ended questions may vary

slightly from thosti listed below, but these response's may also be acceptable.
Again, in these cases instructora are asked to use their professional judgment to
determine if sit response is correct.

Use the following list of answers to questi?Ass on the post-tests to grade
your students'..papers.

\
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ANSWERS TO THE MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM POST-TESTS

Module/QuestIon

Introduction to the ,

Skeletal System:

1

'2

. Correct Response

206

axial skeleton,
appendicular skeleton

3 C

4 A
5 muscle

6
7 A
a
9

10
-

Axial Skeleton:

1 ,

2

long (bone)

B
hyoid

3 cervical, thoracic, lumbar,
sacral, coccygeal

4
5 fadial, cranial
6 A
7 ribs
8
9

4.-
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ANSWERS TO THE MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM POST-TESTS

Module/Question Correct Respgnse

Introduction to the
Skeletal System:

1

2

3
4
5
6
7

9
10

206

axial skeleton,
appendicular skeleton

A
muscle

A

long (bone)

f

r,

ii .

Axial Skeleton:

1

2 hyoid

3 cervical,,thoracic, lumbar,
iacral, coccygeal

4
5 facial, cranial
6 A
7 ribs

441 D
9

n.r.

I.

6.t
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Module/Question Correct Responsd

Appendlcular Skeleton:

1
2 pectoral girdle

A
4
5
6 patella
7

9
10

Introduction to the
Muscular System:

1

A

1

2 B
3
4
5 body
6 myocardium
7 smooth (involuntary) musclea A

Major Muscles of
the Body:

2 quadriceps
3 8
4 A
5
6 8
7

4
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Module/Question Correct Rebponse

Supporting Structures of
the Musculoskeletal System:

1

2
non-movable, fibrous

4 synovial, freely movable

Movements:

1
2
3

C.

4 fotation
5

1


